“CULTURE GROUNDS THE NEW ARRIVAL, IT GROUNDS THE PARENT, IT GROUNDS THE WHOLE FAMILY
– ANNETTE SQUETIMKIN-ANQUOE (COLVILLE, TRADITIONAL HEALTH LIAISON)
Native Generations

is a campaign to address high rates of infant mortality among American Indians and Alaska Natives
This video:

- Shares the stories of urban American Indian and Alaska Native parents that are staying connected to their
culture and community for the health of their families
- Promotes a nationwide network of Urban Indian Health Organizations that provide health services, cultural activities and connection to community support
- Reveals challenges to infant health, safety practices and other health risks
- Highlights examples of innovative and vital programs for Native families in two urban cities

To watch the video visit:

www.uihi.org/NativeGenerations

The Native Generations campaign emphasizes connection to culturally-grounded health care and community services to promote healthy families and prevent infant deaths among American Indians and Alaska Natives.